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be self explanatory. They are the general specifications for bridge masonry used by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. While these specifications do not require a very expensive grade of work, if fairly carried out they will produce permanent monolithic structures of great strength, provided n, good quality of stone and cement have been employed, the specifications for which are issued separately.
Bridge Masonry.
All masonry shall be built according to the plans and instructions furnished by the engineer, and when built by contract will be measured, estimated, and paid for by the cubic yard, and only to the amount of cubical contents of the same as planned and laid out.
All masonry built by contract shall be subject to the supervision of an inspector whose duties it shall be to see that the requirements of these specifications are complied with, but his presence shall in no way or in any degree lessen the responsibility of the contractor or his obligations.
The stone used in bridge masonry shall be of the quality and dimensions described and known as bridge stone in this company's specifications for stone.
The stone shall be carefully cut and dressed, forming headers and stretchers, which must be laid in regular horizontal courses in good cement mortar, with beds and builds level, the end and side joints vertical and broken at least fifteen (15) inches.
All foundation or footing courses must be made of select large stones not less than eighteen (18) inches in thickness and having a superficial area of at least fifteen (15) square feet.
No course of stone shall be less than fourteen (14) nor more than twenty-four (24) inches in thickness and each course shall be continuous around and through the wall, the courses decreasing, when at all, regularly in thickness from the bottom to the top of the wall.
Face stones shall be composed of headers and stretchers, and each stone in any course shall be of the exact thickness of the one adjoining it. The outer surfaces are to be rock face, but the edges shall be brought to lines corresponding to the finished dimensions of the masonry, and there shall be no projections of over four (4) inches beyond these lines.
The beds and joints of face stone shall be dressed back at least twelve (12) inches from the face of the wall and must be brought to a joint of not more than one half (3^) an inch when

